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Considerable effort is being deployed to predict the impacts of climate change and
anthropogenic activities on the ocean’s biophysical environment, biodiversity, and natural
resources to better understand how marine ecosystems and provided services to
humans are likely to change and explore alternative pathways and options. We present
an updated version of EcoOcean (v2), a spatial-temporal ecosystem modeling complex
of the global ocean that spans food-web dynamics from primary producers to top
predators. Advancements include an enhanced ability to reproduce spatial-temporal
ecosystem dynamics by linking species productivity, distributions, and trophic
interactions to the impacts of climate change and worldwide fisheries. The updated
modeling platform is used to simulate past and future scenarios of change, where we
quantify the impacts of alternative configurations of the ecological model, responses
to climate-change scenarios, and the additional impacts of fishing. Climate-change
scenarios are obtained from two Earth-System Models (ESMs, GFDL-ESM2M, and
IPSL-CMA5-LR) and two contrasting emission pathways (RCPs 2.6 and 8.5) for historical
(1950–2005) and future (2006–2100) periods. Standardized ecological indicators and
biomasses of selected species groups are used to compare simulations. Results
show how future ecological trajectories are sensitive to alternative configurations of
EcoOcean, and yield moderate differences when looking at ecological indicators and
larger differences for biomasses of species groups. Ecological trajectories are also
sensitive to environmental drivers from alternative ESM outputs and RCPs, and show
spatial variability and more severe changes when IPSL and RCP 8.5 are used. Under
a non-fishing configuration, larger organisms show decreasing trends, while smaller
organisms show mixed or increasing results. Fishing intensifies the negative effects
predicted by climate change, again stronger under IPSL and RCP 8.5, which results in
stronger biomass declines for species already losing under climate change, or dampened
positive impacts for those increasing. Several species groups that win under climate
change become losers under combined impacts, while only a few (small benthopelagic
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fish and cephalopods) species are projected to show positive biomass changes under
cumulative impacts. EcoOcean v2 can contribute to the quantification of cumulative
impact assessments of multiple stressors and of plausible ocean-based solutions to
prevent, mitigate and adapt to global change.
Keywords: marine ecosystems, climate change, fishing, future trajectories, projections, food web spatial-temporal
model, model uncertainty

INTRODUCTION

to adopt an integrated view of the ocean as a social-ecological
system, encompassing the dynamics of commercial and noncommercial species and their interactions, the dynamics of
resource users and their interactions, and how those are
affected by changing environmental conditions and management
interventions (Urban et al., 2016). This implies a need for
powerful modeling approaches able to better analyze past and
project trajectories of change, and to better understand the
impacts that humans and a changing climate may pose (Alder
et al., 2007; Christensen et al., 2009; Fulton et al., 2015).
In this context, the last decades have witnessed extensive
development of modeling techniques both in terrestrial and
marine domains (Urban et al., 2016; Bonan and Doney, 2018).
Rapid development of atmospheric-ocean circulation models,
including biogeochemical processes in Earth System Models
(ESM), has improved the scientific capability to project the
climate system, which in turn has helped inform the United
Nation (UN) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) (IPCC, 2018, 2019). Separately, ecosystem models
have been developed to help explore the functioning of
marine ecosystems beyond primary producers. These models
are conceptual and theoretical frameworks that represent a
synthesized understanding of all major parts of an ecosystem
(Fulton, 2010). Over the last three decades, there has been
a dramatic increase in the development of such modeling
frameworks, especially in the marine realm (Tittensor et al.,
2018). These Marine Ecosystem Models (MEMs) are used to
project changes in marine ecosystems at regional or global
scales, including the impacts of fishing and other human
activities and stressors (e.g., Travers et al., 2009; Fulton, 2010;
Maury, 2010; Blanchard et al., 2012; Barange et al., 2014;
Christensen et al., 2015; Fernandes et al., 2015; Fulton et al.,
2015; Jennings and Collingridge, 2015; Cheung et al., 2016b;
Coll et al., 2016; Galbraith et al., 2017; du Pontavice et al.,
2020). These initiatives have been used to analyze past and
future dynamics of marine ecosystems, including their emergent
properties (Link et al., 2015), and are now being synthesized
into ensemble model projections, contributing toward extending
the scientific capability to project what the future oceans may
look like, how different scenarios may play out, and what the
range of uncertainty is for different components and processes
(Tittensor et al., 2018; Bryndum-Buchholz et al., 2019; Lotze
et al., 2019). The EcoOcean model is a modeling complex with a
trophodynamic core that represents one of these initiatives with
a global scope (Tittensor et al., 2018).
However, despite the advances in ecological modeling to
describe past and future ocean dynamics, the unprecedented
development of ESMs and MEMs, and capabilities to project

The world’s oceans are experiencing rapid ecological,
socioeconomic, and institutional changes due to Global
Environmental Change (Poloczanska et al., 2016; Pecl et al.,
2017; Trisos et al., 2020). Direct drivers of global change that
affect marine life include intense fishing, the loss of habitats,
pollution, invasions of alien species, and climate change impacts
such as rising water temperatures, acidification, and declining
oxygen. These drivers are widely distributed and spatially
overlapping (Halpern et al., 2015, 2019), may accumulate over
time, and are increasing in severity in many parts of the world
(Sala et al., 2000; Poloczanska et al., 2013; Mengerink et al.,
2014; Levin and Le Bris, 2015; McCauley et al., 2015). Global
environmental change drivers impact biophysical and ecological
properties of the ocean and affect multiple levels of biological
organization including genes, species, populations, communities,
and ecological interactions (Parmesan, 2006; Worm et al.,
2006; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno, 2010; Poloczanska et al.,
2016; Scheffers et al., 2016; Pecl et al., 2017; Beaugrand
and Kirby, 2018). They can also strongly influence species
geographic distributions (Stenseth et al., 2002; Perry et al., 2005;
Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno, 2010).
A transformation to sustainability is key to adapt our socialecological systems to changing environments (Abson et al., 2017;
Colloff et al., 2017), but scientific understanding about how the
oceans will continue to change into the future is limited. This
understanding can only be attained with studies at multiple
scales, where global studies are essential as environmental
changes and socio-economic interactions are often coupled and
cascading impacts of ecological disturbances affect human use of
ecosystem services across vast distances through ocean currents,
species movements, and fishing fleet mobility (Worm et al., 2006;
Drakou et al., 2017; Kroodsma et al., 2018). In response, there is a
strong push to advance ecosystem-based management of marine
resources, which includes the establishment of management
initiatives such as large Marine Protected Areas, MPAs, the
protection of areas beyond national jurisdiction (Toonen et al.,
2013; Lubchenco and Grorud-Colvert, 2015; Roberts et al.,
2017; Jones et al., 2020) and, in general, area-based fisheries
management measures and other effective spatial conservation
measures (FAO, 2019).
Quantifying past and future trends of marine ecosystems
caused by global change is critical to inform ongoing climate
change and biodiversity assessments, and to guide feasible
pathways toward achieving key policy objectives globally
(Visbeck, 2018; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2019). To predict the
future of marine biodiversity and ecosystem services we need
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environmental change, and fisheries, and their impact on global
seafood production (Christensen et al., 2015). EcoOcean v1
was included in the Fisheries and Marine Ecosystem Model
Intercomparison Project (Fish-MIP) to investigate, as part of a
model ensemble, changes in global fish biomass using past and
future standardized environmental forcings from ESM outputs
(Tittensor et al., 2018; Lotze et al., 2019).
Here we present an improved spatially and temporally explicit
ecosystem modeling complex of the global ocean (EcoOcean v2)
that includes spatial-temporal food-web dynamics from primary
producers to top predators and considers worldwide fisheries. In
this new version, we enhanced EcoOcean’s ability to reproduce
spatial-temporal ecosystem dynamics by further linking species
productivity and distribution to major environmental conditions
under climate change (e.g., primary production, sea surface
temperature), accounting for varying species compositions of
functional groups of the model over time and space. The updated
modeling platform is then used to test alternative configurations
of the ecological model and alternative input drivers using
standardized outputs from ESMs and contrasting emission
scenarios (Representative Concentration Pathways, RCPs) for
historical (1950–2005) and future (2006–2100) periods, under a
fishing and a non-fishing simulation. We compare changes in
standardized aggregated ecological indicators and the biomass of
marine species groupings among simulations and time periods.

the climate system, available models have limitations in terms
of evaluating the combined impacts of environmental change
on marine ecosystems and how they can be used to inform
management and policy processes integrating socio-ecological
dynamics. For example, they may fail to consider direct
and indirect ecological dynamics from primary producers to
predators, and to capture the multilevel impacts of global change
on a diversity of spatial-temporal processes (Travis et al., 2014;
Brander, 2015; O’Connor et al., 2015; Koenigstein et al., 2016;
Peck et al., 2016; Urban et al., 2016). They are limited in
capturing species capacity to invade new ecosystems, which can
be important when predicting future climate and global impacts
in marine ecosystems (Blois et al., 2013; Urban et al., 2016).
Last, most current state-of-the-art models are limited in their
ability to consider how eco-evolutionary dynamics may interact
to condition and modify species traits, patterns, and interactions
(Lavergne et al., 2010; Norberg et al., 2012; Barraclough, 2015;
Koenigstein et al., 2016; Peck et al., 2016; Fulton et al., 2019).
Therefore, there is a need to build upon existing approaches
and extend the ability to project ocean biodiversity, associated
ecosystem services and use patterns, and how these linked
social-ecological systems will change. These are essential
contributions to international initiatives and treaties such as the
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) (Brondizio et al., 2019) and the
Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD, 2013) and its post2020 global biodiversity framework, as well as to inform the UN
Sustainable Development Goals, SDGs (UN, 2020), in particular
SDG14 on the conservation and sustainable use of the oceans,
seas, and marine resources (Claudet et al., 2020; Heymans et al.,
2020).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
EcoOcean v1: The Global Model Is an
Ecosystem
The EcoOcean v1 modeling complex was initially created to
evaluate how alternative management actions impacted the
supply of seafood, within an ecosystem context, considering the
combined impact of environmental parameters and fisheries at
the global scale (Christensen et al., 2015). EcoOcean v1 was
spatial-temporally explicit (2D) at ½◦ or 1◦ spatial resolution,
running from 1950 to 2100 with monthly time steps. Detailed
descriptions, diagnostics, and model skill evaluation can be found
at Christensen et al. (2015), Tittensor et al. (2018), and Lotze et al.
(2019).
EcoOcean v1 was composed of a series of interlinked
models including (i) a biogeochemistry and primary production
component, (ii) an ecosystem component linked within a food
web considering a large variety of organisms from low to
high trophic levels and with commercial and non-commercial
interest, and (iii) a fisheries component considering main
fleets and targeted species (Figure 1). Initial developments,
parametrizations, capabilities, and specific details of model
components are well-documented elsewhere (Christensen et al.,
2015) and are briefly summarized below:

EcoOcean
The first global ocean model with the Ecopath with Ecosim
(EwE) modeling approach (Polovina, 1984; Christensen and
Walters, 2004) at its core was developed in response to a growing
demand by scientists and managers for tools to explore the
future of fisheries and marine biodiversity in the ocean (Alder
et al., 2007). This model applied historical fishing effort for five
types of fleets to the 19 global fishing areas defined by the UN
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), and its predictions
were used to describe how biomass, landings, and profits may
change under different policy scenarios. Its application to explore
the scenarios proposed by the UN Environmental Programme
Global Environment Outlook and the International Assessment
for Agricultural Science, Technology and Development further
demonstrated the ability of this model to inform future
fisheries management decisions. Christensen et al. (2009) applied
the same approach on 66 Large Marine Ecosystems (LMEs)
while developing a new methodology to create database-driven
ecosystem models. Spatial models were driven by fishing effort
and primary production to obtain a first estimate of fish biomass
in the world’s LMEs.
This modeling complex was expanded to EcoOcean v1
(Christensen et al., 2015), with the ability to include ocean climate
model forcing to hindcast ecosystem dynamics, considering
the interplay between food-web dynamics, niche modeling,
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• In EcoOcean v1, a simulation of the Modular Ocean Model
(MOM4.1) coupled to the COBALT biogeochemical model
(Stock et al., 2014) was first used to obtain spatial-temporal
outputs of production rates for large phytoplankton, small
phytoplankton, and diazotrophs. Additional runs of EcoOcean
v1 developed under FishMIP Phase I (Tittensor et al., 2018)
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic structure of EcoOcean v2 modeling complex.

estimate key vulnerability parameters. This enabled the model
to hindcast marine resources and ecosystem services dynamics
for the period 1950–2006, projecting the combined impact
of environmental parameters and fisheries on global seafood
production (Christensen et al., 2015; Lotze et al., 2019)
(Supplementary Material A).
Another important feature of EcoOcean v1 was the inclusion
of the impact of changes in environmental parameters using the
relative habitat capacity of each functional group as a cell-specific
attribute through the implementation of the “Habitat Foraging
Capacity Model (HFCM)” framework (Christensen et al., 2014)
in the spatial-temporal model Ecospace (Walters et al., 1999)
through a data exchange engine for Ecospace (Steenbeek et al.,
2013). Environmental parameters used to drive cell capacity
per functional group were depth, primary production, and
sea surface temperature for large pelagic fishes. For depth,
information from 1,418 fish and invertebrate species was
obtained from FishBase1 and SeaLifeBase2 and was used to define
depth distribution based on individual triangular distributions.
The movements of organisms across spatial cells depended
on cell suitability and response of organisms to local predation
risks and feeding conditions (Walters et al., 1999; Martell et al.,
2005; Christensen et al., 2014). When dispersing, species had
a higher chance of moving to a neighboring cell if feeding is
better, and the risk of depredation lower. To incorporate the
active movement of organisms across space, EcoOcean v1 used
the dispersal mechanisms established in the spatial-temporal
Ecospace model (Walters et al., 1999; Martell et al., 2005).
EcoOcean v1 used relative magnitudes of dispersal rates (3, 30,

used forcings from two contrasting fully-coupled atmosphere,
ocean and biogeochemical ESM from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5): GFDL-ESM2M
using COBALT and IPSL-CMA5-LR using PISCES (both
historical and for four RCPs: 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 scenarios)
(Bopp et al., 2013).
• The ecosystem component consisted of a customized version
of the Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) food-web modeling
approach (Christensen and Walters, 2004) following the
definitions and methodologies established by Christensen
et al. (2009). The food web explicitly considered standardized
51 functional groups or species groupings (spanning from
bacteria to marine mammals and seabirds), each including
organisms that share similar biological and ecological traits.
Groups composed of fishes were separated into “small fish”
(with asymptotic length, L∞ < 30 cm), “medium fish” (L∞
= 30 – 90 cm) and “large fish” (L∞ > 90 cm). Fish species
were further grouped as pelagics, demersals, bahypelagics,
bathydemersals, benthopelagics, reef fishes, sharks, rays, and
flatfishes. The large pelagic fishes were modeled considering
two life-stages with an age-structured model (Walters et al.,
2010). Invertebrate species were separated into different
groups divided into commercial and non-commercial species.
An important feature of the food-web model used in EcoOcean
was that predator-prey dynamics were based on the “Foraging
Arena Theory” (Walters and Juanes, 1993; Ahrens et al.,
2012), which added behavior-driven non-linearity to the massaction terms included in traditional multispecies models. A
formal fitting procedure with historical fishing effort and
catch data was developed using a customized version of
the time-dynamic model Ecosim (Walters et al., 1997) to
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of benthic primary producers, jellyfish, corals, soft corals
and sponges, dolphins and porpoises, baleen whales, toothed
whales, pinnipeds, and seabirds. Overall, the species resolution
contributes to the initial parameterization and spatial-temporal
dynamics of each functional group with a weighted average of
specific traits (such as biomass, consumption and production
rates, catches, environmental tolerances, and preferences, etc.).
These modifications to EcoOcean v2 did not change the
initial parameterization, but the representation of species within
functional groups to explicitly capture diversity in species
traits and their contributions to functional group spatialtemporal dynamics.
In addition, a new functional group for marine turtles was
added with specific information for the seven living species of
marine turtles occurring today.

and 300 km/year) representing non-dispersing, demersal, and
pelagic groups, respectively, and body-sizes (Martell et al., 2005;
Bradbury et al., 2008).
• The fisheries model was based on the existing gravity model
implemented in Ecospace, where the effort allocated to each
spatial cell is based on the profitability of fishing estimated as
the difference between expected income and costs of fishing in
each cell (Walters et al., 1999). The cost of fishing was assumed
proportional to the distance (km) from the nearest coast.
Expected income was estimated using prices per functional
groups from a global price database available based on average
prices in 2000 (Sumaila et al., 2007).
Time series of fishing effort were obtained from a global
spatial effort database that covered 1950 to 2006 and provided
information by country and fishing gear specific fleets for
1,365 fleets (Anticamara et al., 2011; Watson et al., 2013).
The effort was standardized and the 14 gear types included in
the global database were used as global fleets in the fisheries
model, which were allocated spatially by LME (Christensen
et al., 2015). The effort allocation was set based on historical
effort and was scaled per LME as a proportion of the total effort
across all fished cells within each LME. The effort included an
annual increase of 2% related to technological development
(Pauly and Palomares, 2010). Finally, global catch estimates
available from the Sea Around Us project (www.seaaroundus.
org) were used in two ways: (i) to parameterize the landings
by fleet in the initial conditions (1950) and (ii) as observed
catches to evaluate the historical model runs from 1951 to 2006
(Christensen et al., 2015).

Improved Responses to Environmental Drivers
Native ranges
When developing global analyses, spatial allocation of species
purely based on affinity for habitats, depth and environmental
drivers will mean that species may end up at locations where
they have never been observed. To account for this, EcoOcean v2
limited the spatial distribution of each species groupings at the
start of a simulation with the observed historical native ranges
(NR) of its species.
The species groups-wide native ranges were constructed as
presence/absence maps from the species within a functional
group, and their maximum range extents as defined by
Kaschner et al. (2016). These groups-wide native ranges were
then incorporated as input capacity layers to the HFCM
(Christensen et al., 2014) at the beginning of each spatialtemporal simulation, preventing a species group to occur outside
its observed range initially. Within these confines, the species
groups were distributed according to affinity for habitats, depth,
and environmental drivers. At the end of the first-time simulation
step, these range restrictions were released, allowing the species
groups to distribute freely according to changing environmental
and habitat conditions for the remaining of the simulation
(Supplementary Figure 1).

EcoOcean v2: Key Updates to Further
Represent the Global Ocean Dynamics
Here we substantially updated the EcoOcean framework
(Figure 1), with the principal aim to (i) improve representation
of species contributions to ecosystem dynamics, (ii) improve
responses of the marine food web to different environmental
drivers, such as changes in sea temperature and primary
productivity, and (iii) explore the sensitivity of results
to alternative configurations of the ecological model and
simulations of climate-change and fishing. These developments
were facilitated through the modular design of EcoOcean
(Figure 1) and its underlying code structure, which allows
access to databases, integration with other models (Steenbeek
et al., 2016) and geospatial driver data (Steenbeek et al., 2013;
Christensen et al., 2014), and provides control to enable or
disable the representation of ecological mechanisms throughout
the complex. EcoOcean v2 was implemented in. NET and R
software and runs spatial-temporally explicit simulations at 1◦
spatial resolution, from 1950 to 2100 with monthly time steps.

Cell-specific responses
EcoOcean uses the HFCM to determine cell habitat foraging
capacity, or cell suitability, per functional group (Christensen
et al., 2014) (Supplementary Figure 2). In the HFCM, for
each species grouping, cell suitability is the product of three
foraging capacity terms: (i) input capacity as obtained from
external niche models; (ii) optional foraging capacity derived
from affinities for specific habitat types and habitat distributions;
and (3) optional functional responses to environmental drivers
(Supplementary Figure 1). Cell suitability is expressed as a pergroup multiplier to the foraging arena size, thus varying the
suitability of a cell for foraging, which then impacts growth and
consumption of functional groups.
In EcoOcean, cell suitability was derived from the product of
preferences for (or tolerances to) depth, environmental factors
(such as temperature), and affinity for specific type of habitat
where applicable. Environmental factors change with time and

Improved Representation of Species Contributions
The food web at the core of EcoOcean was extended to
explicitly consider over 3,400 individual species (v1 included
over 1,400 species-specific information) and better represent
marine biodiversity and environmental sensitivities. Speciesspecific information was added to the functional groups
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the current version of EcoOcean v2 used two values of Q10 to
represent only differences between fish and macro-invertebrates
based on literature estimates (White et al., 2005), while the rest of
the functional groups were left unaffected.

space by driving the HFCM with ESM outputs. Using the HFCM
and information about environmental envelopes and response
functions available, new response functions to most functional
groups were added (Supplementary Table 1).
An important modification to EcoOcean v2 was the ability
to evaluate species groups functional responses to temperature
based on the probability of presence of a group’s species per cell
(Supplementary Figure 3). This means that the actual response
function to temperature of each functional group changed with
space and per time step according to the presumed composition
of each group in each cell. As functional groups are expressed
globally, but the species within vary greatly in distributions due
to individual thermal tolerances, EcoOcean v2 combined groups’
species compositions, species’ environmental preferences, and
species’ likelihood of presence to evaluate how well a species
group may tolerate local conditions in a cell. Lacking continuous
range predictions for species, we numerically resolved this as
follows: for each species within a species group, for each cell,
tolerance to local temperature was determined from AquaMaps
responses to temperature (Kaschner et al., 2016). Only species
that exhibited some form of tolerance to the local temperature
were considered within that cell. Furthermore, species that
natively occur within the cell contributed fully to the groupwide temperature response; species outside their native range
contribute for 10% to the group-wide temperature response. As
we do not have reliable biomass distribution data for species over
time and space, species’ contributions to the functional response
were currently not weighted by biomass. These assumptions still
allow functional groups to move to new areas if and when suitable
conditions were to develop (Supplementary Figure 3).

Historical fishing effort and spatial management
A new version of a global fishing effort dataset (Rousseau et al.,
2019) was used to replace previous estimates incorporated into
EcoOcean, extended from 1950 to 2015. We updated the effort
allocation per LME as a proportion of total global effort and kept
the annual effort creep of 2% (Pauly and Palomares, 2010). A
dynamic module to explore the effectiveness of spatial-temporal
management measures such as MPAs, seasonal closures or a
combination of both, was also added (Figure 1).

Sensitivity to Alternative Configurations of the
Ecological Model and Simulations of Climate Change
and Fishing
In this study, we used EcoOcean v2 as an experimental
modeling platform to investigate the impact on ecological
trajectories of alternative configurations of the ecological model,
in addition to the impact of combinations of drivers (e.g.,
changes in ESM inputs and RCP scenarios, under non-fishing
and fishing configurations).
In this study we present the results of three experiments,
conducted through 13 simulations (Table 1):

Experiment 1—ecological configurations
We tested the impact of using alternative configurations
of the ecological model (or a combination of them) on
spatial and temporal trajectories of ecological dynamics. We
tested five different main configurations (Table 1): (i) foodweb dynamics, habitat affinities and depth preferences as
drivers of species distributions, (ii) adding to (i) cell-specific
environmental responses to sea surface temperature, (iii)
adding to (i) with the Q10 implementation to adjust the
temperature-specific metabolic rates, (iv) adding to (i) native
ranges constrains to initial conditions, and (v) combining
all ecological mechanisms. All these simulations were run
from 1950 to 2100 using the same moderate environmental
scenario (GFDL ESM2M—Historical/RCP2.6 from CMIP5)
(Supplementary Figure 4), considering changes in sea surface
temperature and in three primary producers groups (large
phytoplankton, small phytoplankton and diazotrophs) driven
using the same protocol as in Tittensor et al. (2018). Fishing
was disabled.

Temperature-adjusted metabolic rates
The global mass-balanced parameters that are used to initialize
EcoOcean are a necessary global average, parameterized to
a global averaged temperature. However, aerobic metabolism
rates of species vary from optimal average temperatures, and
species’ capacity for activity, growth, and reproduction exhibit
a measure of adaptation on exposure to long-term temperature
deviations from the mean (Rao and Bullock, 1954; Lefevre,
2016). This means that for global ecosystem models with globally
distributed functional groups, global averages or unadjusted
averages or species’ mass-balanced conditions and parameters
only realistically apply to narrow temperature bands around
the globe; elsewhere, species’ capacity for activity, growth, and
reproduction fundamentally differs due to marked changes in
environmental conditions.
To take this into account, in EcoOcean v2 we explored
the viability of a Q10 approach in a global ecosystem
model context by spatially varying the initial mass-balance
parameters such as consumption and production rates as a
function of near-evolutionary scale average global temperatures
(Supplementary Material). The Q10 temperature coefficient is a
measure of the rate of change of a biological or chemical system as
a consequence of increasing the temperature by 10 ◦ C. Selecting
one single Q10 value for an entire ecosystem is incorrect as Q10
values are available for a large number of organisms and can
vary substantially (Lefevre et al., 2017). As a first experiment,
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Experiment 2—climate impacts
We tested how contrasting climate-change scenarios would
impact the ecological trajectories of EcoOcean (Table 1) using
both GFDL ESM2M—Historical/RCP2.6 and Historical/RCP8.5
and IPSL CMA5-LR—Historical/RCP2.6 and Historical/RCP8.5,
both from CMIP5. All these simulations were run from 1950
to 2100 using changes in sea surface temperature and in two
or three primary producer groups (large phytoplankton, small
phytoplankton, and diazotrophs; this last group was not available
for IPSL) (Supplementary Figures 4, 5). Climate change impacts
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TABLE 1 | EcoOcean experiments and simulations used to test the relative influence of alternative configurations of the ecological model (experiment 1, simulations 1–5),
ESM and RCP scenarios (experiment 2, simulations 6–9), and the additional impact of fishing (experiment 3, simulations 10–13) on projected results.
#

Experiment

Simulation

Depth and habitat

Environ. drivers

Q10

1

1

E-Base

X

2

1

E-Env

X

3

1

E-Met

X

4

1

E-Nr

X

5

1

E-All

X

X

X

6

2

C-GFDL2.6

X

X

7

2

C-GFDL8.5

X

8

2

C-IPSL2.6

9

2

10

Native ranges

ESM

Scenarios

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

Fishing

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

X

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP8.5

X

X

X

X

IPSL

Hist + RCP2.6

C-IPSL8.5

X

X

X

X

IPSL

Hist + RCP8.5

3

F-GFDL2.6

X

X

X

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

11

3

F-GFDL8.5

X

X

X

X

GFDL

Hist + RCP8.5

X

12

3

F-IPSL2.6

X

X

X

X

IPSL

Hist + RCP2.6

X

13

3

F-IPSL8.5

X

X

X

X

IPSL

Hist + RCP8.5

X

X
X

(ii) as time series by FAO sub-oceans, both as relative changes
with time from year 1970. We also compared results (iii) as
annually averaged maps for 1970–1979 and 2090–2099, from
where we calculated relative changes computed as (final valueinitial value)/initial value ∗ 100%. The mean and the coefficient
of variation were also calculated for aggregated indicators and
specific species groupings spatially. Analyses were performed
with R version 3.6.3. We used R to plot all the temporal and
spatial data. The “ggplot” package (Wickham et al., 2016) was
used to apply a smoothing function to capture the general
patterns in the temporal trends of biomass, while also reducing
the noise. With this methodology, each series show a 95%
confidence interval for the original lowess. The “maptools”
(Bivand et al., 2020) and “raster” (Hijmans et al., 2015) packages
were used to map the spatial-results.

were included through spatial-temporal variability in primary
production using the same protocol as in Tittensor et al.
(2018), through cell suitability per functional group and through
temperature-adjusted metabolic rates as described in previous
sections. In this experiment, fishing was disabled.

Experiment 3—fishing impacts
We tested the combined impact of contrasting climate-change
scenarios and fishing. We repeated the climate-change scenarios
of experiment 2 but added historical fishing effort that was kept
constant per LME after 2005 following EcoOcean v1 (Christensen
et al., 2015) (Table 1). All these simulations were run from
1950 to 2100 using changes in sea surface temperature and
in three primary producer groups (large phytoplankton, small
phytoplankton, and diazotrophs) (Supplementary Figures 4, 5).
As in experiment 2, climate change impacts were included
through spatial-temporal variability in primary production using
the same protocol as in Tittensor et al. (2018), through cell
suitability per functional group and through temperatureadjusted metabolic rates as described in previous sections.
Spatial-temporal simulations of EcoOcean v2 under the three
experiments were run from 1950 to 2100 using a burn-in (or spinup) period of 10 years and were analyzed via a series of selected
standardized aggregated ecological indicators following previous
scientific community efforts to compare marine ecosystem
modeling outputs (Tittensor et al., 2018) from 1970 to 2100:
Total System Biomass (TSB), Total Biomass of Consumers
(TBC), Biomass of commercial species (Bcom), Biomass of
consumers >10 cm (B10) and Biomass of consumers >30 cm
(B30) (Supplementary Table 1). These indicators were initially
expressed as t·km2 . In addition, the biomasses of functional
groups or species groupings (organized in various groups
of marine mammals, seabirds, marine turtles, elasmobranchs,
pelagic and demersal fish, and invertebrates) were used to identify
“winners and losers” under climate-change impact and climatechange and fisheries impacts. Results were compared (i) as
integrated time series of the global ocean spatial dynamics and
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RESULTS
Experiment 1—Ecological Configurations
Temporal Changes
Under the alternative configurations of the ecological
model and the same climate-change scenario and absence
of fishing, trajectories of ecological indicators resulted in
moderate differences of temporal change (Figure 2 and
Supplementary Figure 6). Changes were small (±2%) for
TSB and TCB indicators, and larger for B10, B30, and Bcom
(ranging from −1.5 to +21%) (Table 2a). Overall, changes under
configurations E-Env, E-Met, and E-Nr (Table 1) produced
projections with small declines by 2100, while the baseline
run (E-Base) and the configuration including all the ecological
mechanisms (E-All) produced projections with increases by 2100
(Table 2a).

Spatial Changes
Our results showed spatial variability of biomass trajectories
under the different ecological configurations (Figures 3A,B
and Supplementary Figure 7), which was larger in tropical
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FIGURE 2 | Experiment 1 (Ecological configurations, Table 1)—Relative temporal change of ecological indicators (%) obtained under the different ecological
configurations of the model: (A) Total System Biomass, (B) Total Consumer Biomass, (C) Biomass of organisms >10 cm, and (D) Biomass of organisms >30 cm.
Supplementary Figure 6 shows results for Biomass of commercial species.

TABLE 2 | (a) Experiment 1 (Ecological configurations, Table 1) and (b) Experiment 2 (Climate impacts, Table 1)—Temporal relative change (%) of ecological indicators
between 1970 and 2100 (Figure 2).
Change (%) 2100 vs. 1970
(a) Experiment 1

(b) Experiment 2

E-Base

E-Env

E-Met

E-Nr

E-All

C-GFD2.6

C-GFDL8.5

C-IPSL2.6

C-IPSL8.5

TSB

1.7

−0.9

−0.5

−1.3

1.6

1.6

1.7

−5.9

−11

TCB

2.3

−1.2

−0.7

−1.7

2.1

2.1

3

−9.6

−10.2

Bcom

8.7

0.1

0.5

−1.5

7.9

7.9

10.4

−12.8

−21.8

B10

8.4

0.1

0.6

−1.3

7.7

7.7

10.2

−12.7

−21.6

B30

8.2

3.1

6.4

0.6

21

21

24.3

−12.5

7.5

TSB, Total System Biomass; TCB, Total Consumers Biomass; Bcom, Biomass of commercial species; B10, Biomass of organisms > 10 cm; B30, Biomass of organisms > 30 cm.

larger concentrations in specific areas of the Indian and Atlantic
Ocean, and the combination of ecological configurations (EAll) showed a gradient of biomass concentration increasing with
latitude (Figure 3C). The average change for all five ecological
configurations showed negative changes in the tropical areas and
positive changes in higher latitude areas (Figure 3D).

areas (especially in the Indian and Pacific Ocean) and the
Poles (Figure 3C). Spatial differences were evident between the
different configurations of the model (Supplementary Figure 7),
with a concentration of biomass in higher latitude areas under
E-Met, and a wider spread of biomass concentrations under EEnv and E-Nr (Table 1). The baseline run (E-Base) presented
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Changes by Species Groups

RCP2.6 scenarios and larger under IPSL and RCP8.5 ones
(Supplementary Table 2). The Indian Ocean showed small to
moderate declines under all scenarios (from −0.4 to −25%),
while the Atlantic regions (including the Mediterranean) and the
Central Pacific showed larger declines as we moved from GFDL
to IPSL models and from 2.6 to 8.5 RCPs (going from +4 to
−34%). On the contrary, the South Pacific and the Antarctic
Ocean showed small to moderate increases (from +1 to +30%)
(Figure 6 and Supplementary Table 2). TCB showed different
areas of negative and positive change depending on the runs,
with overall negative changes concentrated in coastal tropical
and temperate areas (especially under IPSL model) and positive
changes in northern regions and open sea areas (Figure 7), with
overall larger declines projected under IPSL (Figures 7C,D).
Similar results were recorded for TSB, Bcom, B10, and B30
(Supplementary Table 3).

When comparing the outcomes of the alternative configurations
of the ecological model, trajectories of biomass by species groups
showed larger differences than when examining aggregated
ecological indicators. As an example, predicted changes of “Large
reef fish” over time showed slight increases under E-Nr and E-All
(+5 to +8%) (Table 1), and important declines under the rest of
simulations (−35 to −75%) (Figure 4A). Simulations produced
also different spatial distributions (Supplementary Figure 8),
with larger variability between configurations in coastal areas
(Figure 4B). Under E-All, the species tended to increase their
biomass in higher latitudes (Figure 4C). The relative change
under the five alternative configurations showed overall negative
declines in coastal areas with time, with spatial variability
depending on the ecological configuration underlying each
run (Supplementary Figure 9). While under E-Env and ENr the declines were widely distributed, under E-Met they
tended to concentrate in high latitude areas. Under E-All, they
concentrated in tropical and temperate regions, and increases
were projected in northern areas (Figure 4D).

Changes by Species Groups
Projections of biomass by species groups resulted in moderate to
large temporal differences when comparing the outcomes of the
different climate-change scenarios. As an example, trajectories
of “Large reef fish” with time (without fishing) showed slight
increases under GFDL model and important declines under IPSL
one (Figure 8A). Similar patterns were shown for “Small reef fish”
(Figure 8B), and “Large sharks” (Figure 8C), while “Small and
medium sharks” only showed negative declines under IPSL and
RCP8.5 simulation (Figure 8D).
We observed that IPSL RCP8.5 showed the strongest
and most negative effects for species groups (Figure 9 and
Supplementary Table 4). Under climate-change impacts, marine
mammals, birds, marine turtles, and elasmobranchs showed
moderate to large declines in biomass (down to −43%), with
the exception of small and medium sharks and rays that showed
some biomass increases under GFDL simulations (Figure 9A).
Most large pelagic and demersal fish showed large declines as
well, especially under IPSL model (with maximum declines for
“Large reef fish” of −66%) (Figures 9B,C), with the exception
of “Bathydemersal large fish” (which increased from +54 to
+100%). On the contrary, medium and small demersal and
pelagic fish showed mixed results, with overall increases for
“Medium pelagic fishes,” “Bathypelagic medium fishes,” and
“Benthopelagic small fish” (Figures 9B,C). These organisms
would win under climate-change conditions and no-fishing.
Regarding invertebrate groupings, clear declines were projected
for “Corals” (to a max. decline of −77%) and “Soft-corals and
sponges” (−56%), which decreased strongly in biomass under
climate change scenarios. Mixed responses were predicted for
molluscs (showing increases of +9% and declines to a max.
of −19%), crustaceans and other invertebrates (increases of
+60% to declines of −53% depending on the groupings), and
an increase of “Other megabenthos species” (with a max of
+47% increase) was projected (Figure 9D). Noticeable changes
in spatial distributions were also observed for different functional
groups, were declines where most profound under IPSL model,
and for GFDL RCP8.5 scenario (see example of “Large reef fish”
in Supplementary Figures 11, 12).

Summary
Results from the first experiment showed that alternative
configurations of the ecological model had moderate effects
on aggregated ecological indicators, and larger effects on
species projections, even using the same physical and primary
producers data (GFDL ESM2M—Historical/RCP2.6) to
drive the environmental conditions. Under the simulation
that combined the different ecological configurations (EAll) results showed plausible projected patterns in terms of
predicted temporal changes and the distribution of biomass
of aggregated ecological indicators and of species groupings
(Supplementary Figures 7–9).

Experiment 2—Climate Impacts
Temporal Changes
Under the different scenarios of climate-change impacts using
the two ESM and RCPs scenarios, without fishing and having
all ecological mechanisms enabled, trajectories of ecological
indicators resulted in slight to moderate differences of temporal
change (Figure 5 and Table 2b). Under GFDL scenarios, relative
changes were positive (from +2 to +24%, depending on
the indicator). Negative changes were predicted under IPSL
scenarios (from −6 to −22%) (with the exception of B30
under RCP8.5). RCP2.6 scenario showed smaller increases under
GFDL model and smaller declines under IPSL. Results indicated
an amplification of the effect of changes in environmental
conditions with larger trophic level organisms (Table 2b),
were the moderate negative or positive impacts of aggregated
ecological indicators such as TSB or TCB (Figures 5A,B) were
larger for Bcom, B10, and B30 (with the exception of B30 under
RCP8.5) (Figures 5C,D).

Spatial Changes
Results showed noticeable spatial variability of TCB projections
under the different climate-change scenarios (Figure 6 and
Supplementary Figure 10), which was smaller under GFDL and
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FIGURE 3 | Experiment 1 (Ecological configurations, Table 1)—Spatial changes of Total Consumers Biomass: (A) Mean spatial values across the different ecological
configurations and (B) spatial results under configuration E-All in 2001–2005. (C) Coefficient of variation and (D) relative change across the different ecological
hypotheses. For visualization purposes, maps (A–C) plot values between the first and third quantile.

FIGURE 4 | Experiment 1 (Ecological configurations, Table 1)—Changes in “Large reef fish” group: (A) Relative temporal change of biomass (%) obtained under the
different ecological configurations of the model from 1970 to 2100, (B) Coefficient of Variation of biomass in 2100 under the different ecological configurations, (C)
Biomass (log10) distribution in 2100 under configuration E-All, and (D) Relative change (%) of biomass between 1970 and 2100 under configuration E-All (Fish images
source: IAN, 2020).

Summary

v2 had large impacts on ecological trajectories. The GFDL
model produced, overall, less severe negative impacts than IPSL
on ecological results. Climate change showed overall negative

Results from the second experiment showed that differences in
the drivers of climate-change scenarios used under EcoOcean
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FIGURE 5 | Experiment 2 (Climate impacts) and 3 (Climate impacts and fishing impacts) (Table 1)—Relative temporal change of ecological indicators (%): (A) Total
System Biomass, (B) Total Consumer Biomass, (C) Biomass of organisms >10 cm, and (D) Biomass of organisms >30 cm.

Supplementary Figure 13), which was largest under IPSL and
RCP8.5 scenarios (Table 3b and Supplementary Table 6). The
Central Atlantic region (including the Mediterranean) and the
South Pacific showed a decline in indicators under fishing
in comparison with the non-fishing configuration in all the
simulations (from −0.5 to −13% and from −0.2 to −11%,
respectively). This was also the case for most of the subregions with some exceptions under IPSL model. For example,
the Antarctic regions showed larger increases of TCB under
fishing when IPSL RCP2.6 was used, and the Arctic Ocean
and North Atlantic when IPSL RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 were used
(Table 3b). The average change of TCB showed different areas of
negative and positive change depending on the simulation, with
larger negative changes concentrated in tropical and temperate
areas under IPSL, and positive changes in northern regions
and open seas, and overall larger declines predicted under IPSL
(Figure 11).

impacts on larger organisms, and the most pessimistic scenarios
of climate impact (RCP8.5) showed the strongest negative effects.
These effects were differently distributed in space, with some
areas showing clear declines (Indian and Atlantic Oceans) and
others showing mostly increases (Antarctic and Arctic Oceans).
Climate-change impacts differently affected specific species
groupings, with larger organisms showing overall negative trends
and smaller organisms showing mixed or positive impacts.

Experiment 3—Climate and Fishing
Impacts
Temporal Changes
Under the climate change and fishing impact experiment
using the same two ESM and RCPs scenarios and including
fishing, trajectories of ecological indicators resulted in smaller
positive results under GFDL and larger declines under IPSL
(Figure 6, Table 3a, and Supplementary Table 5). The exception
was scenario IPSL RCP2.6, which showed the least declines
for TSB, TCB, Bcom, and B10 in comparison with the nonfishing configuration.

Changes by Species Groups
Trajectories of biomass by species groups resulted in moderate
to large temporal differences when comparing the outcomes
of the different climate-change scenarios with and without
fishing (Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 14). As an example,
predicted changes of “Large reef fish” with time showed

Spatial Changes
Results showed large spatial variability of TCB trajectories under
the different climate-change and fisheries runs (Figure 10 and
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FIGURE 6 | Experiment 2 (Climate impacts, Table 1)—Relative temporal change of Total Consumers Biomass (%) by sub-regional oceans: (A) GFDL RCP2.6; (B)
GFDL RCP8.5, (C) IPSL RCP2.6, and (D) IPSL RCP8.5.

respectively). Other species groups increased less than under
climate-change impacts alone (such as “Bathypelagic medium
fish” dropping from +56 to +11%, or “Bathydemersal large fish”
dropping from +100 to +45%). There were a few exceptions for
organisms that further benefited from fishing: this was the case of
“Benthopelagic small fishes” (from −3 to +40%), which showed
larger increases under the climate change and fishing simulation
(Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 15). Invertebrates showed
a variety of mixed responses, with two groups showing
clear directions of change: “Molluscs (bivalves)” showed large
declines under climate change and fishing (up to −47%),
and “Cephalopods” showed further increases (up to +10%)
(Supplementary Figure 14d and Supplementary Table 7).

important declines under fishing in both GFDL and IPSL models
(Figure 8A). Similar patterns were shown for “Large sharks”
(Figure 8B), while “Small reef fish” and “Small and medium
sharks” did not show the same magnitude of declines when
fishing was added, and in some cases the trends were reversed
(Figures 8C,D).
We observed that IPSL RCP8.5 scenario showed the
strongest and most negative effects for species groups (Table 4,
Supplementary Table 7, and Supplementary Figures 14, 15).
Under climate change and fisheries impacts, several species that
were identified as “losers” under climate-change simulations
showed higher declines. This was the case of marine mammals,
birds, marine turtles, and elasmobranchs (which declined −80%),
with the exception of “Small and medium sharks” under IPSL
RCP2.6 (which increased +12%). Declines of biomass from
pelagic and demersal fin fish were also stronger under climate
change and fishing impact simulations (with declines up to
−90% for “Large reef fish” and “Large pelagic fish”). In several
cases, smaller species went from increasing under climatechange impacts to decreasing under the cumulative effects
of climate change and fishing. This was the case of small
and medium pelagic fish groups (from maximums of +7 to
minimums of −40%, and max. of +68% to min. of −18%,
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Summary
Results from the third experiment highlighted that combining
climate-change and fishing impacts had mostly negative effects
on both aggregated ecological indicators and the biomasses of
many species groupings, especially for larger-sized species. As
in the case of climate-change impact, adding fishing impacts
to simulations showed similar results in terms of IPSL RCP8.5,
yielding the most pessimistic results. However, some areas
showed increases of biomass from a combination of climate
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FIGURE 7 | Experiment 2 (Climate impacts, Table 1)—Relative spatial change of Total Consumers Biomass (%) between 1970–1979 and 2090–2099: (A) GFDL
RCP2.6; (B) GFDL RCP8.5, (C) IPSL RCP2.6, and (D) IPSL RCP8.5.

FIGURE 8 | Experiment 2 (Climate impacts) and 3 (Climate impacts and fishing impacts) (Table 1)—Relative temporal biomass change (%) of functional groups: (A)
“Large reef fish”, (B) “Small reef fish,” (C) “Large sharks,” and (D) “Small and medium size sharks.” (Fish images source: IAN, 2020).
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FIGURE 9 | Experiment 2 (Climate impacts, Table 1)—Relative temporal biomass change (%) between 1970 and 2100 by species groupings: (A) Marine mammals,
seabirds, marine turtles, and elasmobranchs, (B) Pelagic, bathypelagic, and benthopelagic fish, (C) Demersal, bathydemersal, flatfish, and reef fish, and (D)
Invertebrates.

influenced by (i) the alternative configurations of specific
ecological mechanisms within the ecosystem model, (ii)
alternative sets of environmental drivers of climate change
accounting for variability in two ESM outputs and RCPs, and (iii)
considering human impacts in the form of fishing in addition to
climate change.
Our study shows that alternative configurations of the
ecological model can have noticeable effects on ecological
projections. They were moderate for aggregated ecological
indicators such as Total System Biomass (TSB) and Total
Consumers Biomass (TCB) and changes in indicators frequently
showed similar direction of change. These results stress the
importance of model structural uncertainty in EcoOcean v2,
as has been previously illustrated for other modeling initiatives

change and fishing impacts (Arctic, Antarctic, and North
Atlantic) and some smaller-sized organisms showed advantages,
such as “Small benthopelagic fish” and “Cephalopods.”

DISCUSSION
We presented a new version of the modeling complex EcoOcean
to represent the global marine ecosystem. EcoOcean v2 advances
marine ecosystem analyses under multiple and cumulative
stressors while explicitly considering species distributions and
spatial-temporal food-web dynamics.
We explored the capabilities and sensitivity of the modeling
complex through three experiments. We quantified how
predicted ecological indicators and species biomasses were
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to fluctuating environmental conditions in combination with
affinity for more stable habitats. It also allowed the modeling
complex to initialize species to their observed native ranges,
from where they could move freely if nearby conditions were to
become more suitable. Our first foray into Q10 dynamics enabled
the modeling complex some measure of spatial differentiation for
growth and production ratios as a function of a near-evolutionary
scale average global temperatures. These combined ecological
mechanisms produced results that were closer to what we should
expect considering historical observations in the distribution of
biomass of aggregated ecological indicators and the ecological
knowledge of species groupings, while they were also comparable
to projections from other modeling initiatives (Lotze et al., 2019).
Our results showed important changes in marine organism
biomass distributions, and in ecosystem structure, under various
scenarios of climate change. Trends of our projections were in
agreement with the vast scientific literature (e.g., Hollowed et al.,
2013; Barange et al., 2014; Gattuso et al., 2015; Lotze et al.,
2019). Different ESMs and RCPs scenarios had notable impact
on EcoOcean projections: while GFDL ESM-2M Hist&RCP
scenarios produced more optimistic results, IPSL CMA5-LR
Hist&RCP resulted in more pessimistic ones. Simulations
under worst-case RCP8.5 emission pathways had extensive (and
mostly negative) impacts on ecological properties of the marine
ecosystem, while simulations under the most stringent RCP2.6
emission pathways did not experience such large negative effects.
This is due to the differences in predicted trends of climatechange effects by the different ESM and RCPs, such as on
temperature and phytoplankton growth, which have unique
direct and indirect impacts throughout the marine food web
(Lotze et al., 2019), and which are mediated by differential growth
and consumption rates (Christensen and Walters, 2004). Overall,
the impacts of alternative climate-change effects on ecological
trajectories were similar or up to a magnitude higher than
structural modeling uncertainty. This illustrates that the effect of
ESM outputs is at least as important as internal model uncertainty
for MEM outputs (e.g., Lotze et al., 2019).
The projected impacts of climate change were unevenly
distributed: while some areas showed clear declines (such as the
Indian and Atlantic Oceans), others showed increases (Antarctic
Ocean). In agreement with previous data analyses and modeling
studies, our results suggest that as climate change intensifies, the
coastal areas around the tropics and subtropics may become less
suitable for a range of species that will disappear from these areas
and may be moving to cooler regions (Sunday et al., 2012; Jones
and Cheung, 2015; Poloczanska et al., 2016; Bryndum-Buchholz
et al., 2019; Link and Watson, 2019; Reygondeau, 2019).
Larger organisms showed overall negative trends, being
identified as the “losers” of climate change. Their declines
could be mostly attributed to dwindling prey and reduced
environmental suitability (Pinsky et al., 2013; Poloczanska
et al., 2016). On the contrary, many smaller organisms showed
mixed and at times clearly positive impacts—the climate-change
“winners.” Some of these smaller organisms benefited from the
declines of larger organisms through a reduction in predation
pressure, and from density-dependent processes and competition
releases as previously illustrated at regional scales (Coll et al.,

TABLE 3 | Comparison of experiment 2 (Climate impacts) and 3 (Climate and
fishing impacts) (Table 1)—(a) Temporal relative change (%) of ecological
indicators between 1970 and 2100, and (b) of Total Consumers Biomass (TCB %)
under the climate and fishing impact (Figure 10) compared to the climate impact
simulations by sub-regional ocean (Figure 6).

TSB, Total System Biomass; TCB, Total Consumers Biomass; Bcom, Biomass of
commercial species; B10, Biomass of organisms >10 cm; B30, Biomass of organisms
>30 cm; With f., with fishing; wo f., without fishing. Red shade indicates decline of the
indicators, while blue shade indicates an increase.

(Cheung et al., 2016a; Payne et al., 2016) and when multiple
ecosystem models with different setups have been compared
(Tittensor et al., 2018; Lotze et al., 2019). The use of aggregated
indicators to capture ecological processes at the global level is a
practical choice to limit the associated uncertainty of different
working hypotheses within complex mechanistic models. These
aggregated indicators have been used in recent studies under the
Fish-MIP initiative to assess marine animal biomass trajectories
under climate change (Tittensor et al., 2018; Lotze et al., 2019).
Effects of structural uncertainty became more evident when
looking at indicators that represented larger organisms within the
global food web (such as Biomass of organisms larger than 10 or
30 cm, B10 and B30, and Biomass of commercial species, Bcom),
or specific species groupings. Our results suggest that informative
projections to investigate changes in marine biodiversity must
be accompanied by transparent statements about the ecological
mechanisms behind model configurations. Community-based
ensemble modeling initiatives such as Fish-MIP (Tittensor et al.,
2018; Lotze et al., 2019) are designed to capture and compare
structural modeling uncertainty deriving from the structural
differences of participating Marine Ecosystem Models (MEMs).
We believe that transparency about model configuration and
ensemble approaches to scenario testing should become the norm
for global ecosystem analyses such as the ones performed under
IPCC and IPBES (Brondizio et al., 2019; IPCC, 2019).
For the second and third experiment, we used the “full
configuration” of EcoOcean v2 in conjunction with different
approaches toward climate and fishing. Enabling all ecological
mechanisms allowed the model to consider species’ responses
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FIGURE 10 | Experiment 3 (Climate impacts and fishing impacts, Table 1)—Relative temporal change of Total Consumers Biomass (%) by sub-regional oceans:
(A) GFDL RCP2.6; (B) GFDL RCP8.5, (C) IPSL RCP2.6, and (D) IPSL RCP8.5.

impacts on ecological projections. Therefore, our results were
in agreement with previous studies that show how fishing did
not substantially alter the negative direction of climate change
effects when looking at total marine animal biomass (Lotze et al.,
2019). In addition, the temporal trends for aggregated indicators
showed that the additional effect of fishing on climate was not
always purely linear but could be non-linear, amplifying the
effects of climate, as shown in regional modeling simulations (Fu
et al., 2020).
When we analyzed our results by sub-oceans, a larger
diversity of cumulative effects of climate change and fishing
was observed. Several areas showed further declines of net
animal biomass when fishing under climate-change impacts.
Some areas, in contrast, showed lower declines or even
(modest) gains in total system biomass. In these areas, such
as the North Atlantic, fishing has historically been targeting
larger organisms and their reduction could have produced
a positive effect on mid and small-sized animals through
reductions in predation mortality and resource competition
(Mackinson et al., 2009; Planque et al., 2010). Increases in
catch potential projected in areas of the North Atlantic Ocean
(Barange et al., 2014; Peck and Pinnegar, 2019) coincides with
our findings.

2008b; Brown et al., 2010; Fulton, 2011). These outcomes
illustrate that assessment of the impacts of climate change on
marine biodiversity, even in a hypothetical non-fished ocean,
should include species interactions to account for non-linear
and often surprising consequences (Brown et al., 2010; Fulton,
2011; Fernandes et al., 2013; Christensen et al., 2015). Our results
may provide special relevant insights into climate effects on
biomass dynamics of data deficient species groupings such as
invertebrates (Poloczanska et al., 2016). These results can be of
relevance to adapt management strategies and monitoring under
a context of climate change.
Our analysis to evaluate how climate-driven responses
differed between a hypothetically non-fished and a fished
ocean showed that the effect of fishing was mostly negative
on aggregated ecological indicators and on the biomass of
many—especially larger—species groupings. Fishing generally
worsened the conditions already impacted by climate change,
even in the cases where climate change benefitted specific
groupings of species. These findings are in line with results
from a size-based modeling exercise (Blanchard et al., 2012).
GFDL ESM-2M Hist&RCP scenarios consistently produced
more optimistic results than IPSL CMA5-LR Hist&RCP ones,
and RCP8.5 showed the most extreme and mostly negative
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FIGURE 11 | Experiment 3 (Climate impacts and fishing impacts, Table 1)—Relative spatial change of Total Consumers Biomass (%) between 1970–1979 and
2090–2099: (A) GFDL RCP2.6; (B) GFDL RCP8.5, (C) IPSL RCP2.6, and (D) IPSL RCP8.5.

increased consistently across taxa from 1960s to 2010 (Doubleday
et al., 2016). Modeling studies at local and regional levels showed
that cephalopods play a strong ecosystem role (Eddy et al., 2017).
Squids, for example, are able to benefit from a general increase
in fishing pressure, mainly due to predation release, and exhibit
quick responses to changes triggered by the environment, and
as such, are very sensitive to changes in fishing and climate
change (Coll et al., 2013). Despite this projection of a global
increase, cephalopods encompass a large diversity in species, with
contrasting ecological strategies (Coll et al., 2013; de la Chesnais
et al., 2019). Therefore, differential responses between species of
the cephalopod group are expected at the local and regional level
(Fulton, 2011).
Benthopelagic small fish are a highly heterogenic group of
fishes that live and feed near the bottom of the ocean as well
as in midwaters or near the surface and are mostly unexploited.
Under climate and fishing impacts they could benefit from a large
plasticity, and are able to use different resources from benthic
and zooplanktonic organisms, in addition to benefitting from
predation release when larger organisms decline. Hypothetically,
these organisms are well-positioned to adapt to large changes in
the ocean, as previously projected (Christensen et al., 2015), but
still too little is known about them. Another interesting result is
that “Bathypelagic small fish,” where small mesopelagic fish are
included, showed limited biomass increases under both climate
and fishing. However, a slight decline is observed under IPSL
CMA5-LR RCP8.5 scenario. These results are relevant in the light
of their important biomass and key role in supporting the marine
ecosystems (Irigoien et al., 2014) and the current discussion
about their potential for exploitation vs. sensitivity to cumulative
impacts (Hidalgo and Browman, 2019; Martin et al., 2020).

Species grouping also showed heterogenic responses to
climate change and fishing. In essence, we identified four main
population responses: (1) losers under climate change that lost
more under climate and fishing (“losers that lost more”), (2)
winners under climate change that won less under cumulative
impacts of climate and fisheries (“winners that won less”),
(3) winners under climate change that became losers under
cumulative impacts (“winners that became losers”), and (4)
winners under climate change that further benefited from fishing
impacts (“winners that kept winning”). The “losers that lost
more” were mainly large-sized organisms, which have shown
historical declines due to fishing (e.g., Christensen et al., 2003;
Myers and Worm, 2003). In addition, several organisms that
benefited from the impact of climate effects alone “won less”
or “became losers” under cumulative effects of climate and
fishing. These results illustrate that global fisheries have a negative
effect on marine biodiversity and ecosystems in addition to
climate change (e.g., Pauly et al., 2002; Worm et al., 2006; Cury
and Miserey, 2008; Christensen and Maclean, 2011; Link and
Watson, 2019). This is in part related to the spatial congruence
and increasing cumulative impact between multiple stressors
(Halpern et al., 2015, 2019).
The groups of “Cephalopods” and “Benthopelagic small fish”
species were identified to win in a warmer and exploited
ecosystem (“winners that kept winning”). This result is especially
relevant for monitoring and adaptive management approaches
since these groups could become global indicators of cumulative
effects of climate and fishing (they could be our “canaries in
the environmentally changing marine coal mine”). Our results
are in line with a previous global analyses of long-term trends
in cephalopod abundance, which showed that cephalopods have
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change impacts on marine ecosystems (Gattuso et al., 2015;
Díaz et al., 2020) and the need for measures to ensure viable
and productive fishing activities in the ocean (Barange et al.,
2018). They illustrate the need to act on the implementation of
sustainable management options of natural resources, and the
effective mitigation and adaptation actions to balance the use and
conservation of the natural capital (Duarte et al., 2020).

TABLE 4 | Comparison of Experiment 2 (Climate impacts) and 3 (Climate and
fishing impacts) (Table 1)—Temporal Change (%) of biomass by functional groups
obtained under the climate and fishing impact (Supplementary Figure 14)
compared to the climate impact simulations (Figure 9).

FUTURE WORK
With regards to the alternative configurations of EcoOcean,
future studies should further investigate the effects of alternative
or complementary ecological mechanisms to advance our
understanding of structural model uncertainty (Planque et al.,
2011; Payne et al., 2016). For example, future improvements
should consider the use of multiple Q10 multipliers in accordance
to an expanding body of work (Lefevre et al., 2017), and
could incorporate hypotheses of adaptation through evolutionary
processes (O’Connor et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2018) and
applications of the concept to planktonic groups (Laufkötter
et al., 2015). Future iterations could also consider a refinement
of cell-specific responses to environmental change based on new
theoretical and data analyses (Bernhardt et al., 2018; Burrows
et al., 2019), or EcoOcean could drive the internal niche model
with outputs from dedicated and independent niche models
(Jones and Cheung, 2015; Cheung et al., 2016a; Kaschner
et al., 2016; Coll et al., 2019). Last, we could improve our
assumptions about species presence by connecting with modeling
techniques dedicated to predicting global species distributions
under scenarios of environmental change (e.g., Reygondeau,
2019).
Our assessment of climate-change impacts on the global
marine ecosystem could be improved by adding additional
biodiversity resolution to species groupings and explicitly
consider the ecological roles that habitat forming species such
as corals, seagrasses, kelp, and other macro-algae play in marine
ecosystems, where they can modify direct and indirect ecological
interactions (Lotze et al., 2011; Dambacher et al., 2015).
The consequences of winners and losers from an ecosystem
functioning point of view should be further investigated to assess
if the role of species groupings may shift at the global level, as
they have been observed to do at regional scales (Bates et al.,
2014). In addition, the three-dimensional nature of the ocean
is a key feature of the marine ecosystem (Behrenfeld et al.,
2019). Our modeling complex indirectly represents the third
dimension of depth by vertically stratifying species groupings,
their interactions, and the flows of energy and matter. However,
the vertical use of the water column may be altered by climate
change and future exploitation (Brito-Morales et al., 2020; Jorda
et al., 2020; Martin et al., 2020). As new insights into these
still underexplored deep-sea habitats become available, future
iterations of our work may have to revisit the representation of
processes that take place in the water column.
Future iterations of this modeling exercise should include
additional physical changes in the ocean to better represent
localized stressors such as change in ice cover at high latitude
areas that can profoundly affect both the lowest and highest

Red shade indicates decline of the indicators, while blue shade indicates an increase.

Overall, our results illustrate a variety of complex responses
of the marine ecosystem to significant levels of climate change
and fishing impacts, which will differ depending on the area and
organisms’ size and ecology, and can be amplified higher up in the
marine food web intensifying predominantly negative impacts.
Therefore, cumulative effects of climate change and fisheries
can produce a mosaic of “winners,” “losers” and ecological
surprises due to synergies, trade-offs, and differential growth and
consumption rates of species within food webs (Christensen,
1996; Fulton, 2011; Travis et al., 2014). Identifying, at the global
level, which species may decline or benefit from cumulative
effects of fishing and climate impacts is highly relevant for policy,
although regional and local studies are needed to assess these
dynamics in detail, at scales relevant to local ecological and
management objectives (e.g., Fulton, 2011; Travers-Trolet et al.,
2014).
Our findings underscore that under a pessimistic scenario of
climate change (RCP 8.5) and with the current fishing impact
projected to be maintained to the future, the majority of marine
organisms will show declining trends. These results confirm the
current concern about the overall unsustainable levels of global
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trophic levels of the food web (Stroeve et al., 2012; Wang and
Overland, 2012); changes in hypoxic or oxygen-minimum zones
and their expansions, which is especially relevant for the tropics
(Schmidtko et al., 2017; Breitburg et al., 2018); and changes
in ocean pH that can be of special relevance to areas such
as the North Atlantic (Peck and Pinnegar, 2019). We should
also consider the additional range of mitigation targets after the
release of the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways, SSPs (Rogelj et al.,
2018), namely RCP1.9, RCP3.4, and RCP7.0., and new outputs of
ESMs under CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016). Especially relevant is the
evaluation of the more ambitious target of RCP 1.9 as the new
pathway that focusses on limiting global warming below 1.5◦ C,
the goal of the Paris Agreement (Cheung et al., 2016b; IPCC,
2018).
Future iterations of EcoOcean v2 should also be subjected
to rigorous model skill assessments (Olsen et al., 2016). This
is still a general Achilles heel of spatial-temporal MEMs, where
compounding factors such as their complex parameterization,
long run times, and limited access to distributed computing
facilities and observational data mean that full uncertainty
assessments are rarely undertaken (Hollowed et al., 2013; Fulton
et al., 2019; Heymans et al., 2020).
A strength of EcoOcean is that the fishing component is
explicitly modeled through fishing fleet dynamics that include
the interactions between bio-economics of fishing and the
abundance and accessibility to marine resources (Walters et al.,
1999). Future interactions of this study will invest in revisiting
and complementing the fisheries model. For example, we will
update to new versions of catch and fishing effort datasets
(Watson, 2017; Watson and Tidd, 2018), new data on illegal,
unreported, and unregulated catches, global demands and
impacts of marine aquaculture (Pauly and Zeller, 2016; Davies
et al., 2019; FAO, 2020) and projections of seafood demand (e.g.,
Maury et al., 2017; FishMIP—ISIMIP, 2020). Future studies can
include the further characterization of ecosystem overfishing at
the global level (Coll et al., 2008a; Link and Watson, 2019) and
the exploration of alternative pathways to reduce it and avoid
it. Our modeling complex could be further complemented with
additional anthropogenic impacts such as habitat loss due to the
degradation of the deep sea (Mengerink et al., 2014) and marine
pollution and eutrophication (Halpern et al., 2015). Past and
current spatial-temporal management tools can be now explicitly
incorporated in the simulations at any time due to the new
management model (Figure 1).
In addition to enhancing the predictive capabilities of
EcoOcean v2, and of MEMs in general, the main degradation
patterns highlighted by studies such as ours show that the
scientific community needs to move toward deploying MEMs
to test future scenarios of management and evaluate plausible
ecosystem responses. EcoOcean v2 is ready to be used to test
alternative plausible actions toward protection, mitigation and

adaptation actions (e.g., Gownaris et al., 2019; Jones et al.,
2020), and eventually, inform about combined effects of plausible
ocean-based solutions to global change (Gattuso et al., 2018).
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